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 Quickly choose from a variety of animated desktop backgrounds that can be synchronized with your other Windows applications. Stardock's software also lets you edit, configure and personalize the animated desktop environment, giving you total control over what desktop you see when you log on to your computer. DockStress - DockStress is a utility for animated Windows XP desktop wallpapers. It
can cycle through a small set of wallpapers, and it can also cycle through the desktops on a single computer. It is open source, but it is not in the public domain. DesktopManager - This free software is designed to provide a clean, simple and easy to use interface for desktop managers. The program makes no changes to your computer, but it displays and cycles through different wallpapers, depending

on the users’ preferences. Desktop Manager - Desktop Manager is a software for Windows users that supports animated desktop wallpapers. The program can cycle through a small set of animated desktop backgrounds. It can also cycle through the desktops on a single computer. It is open source, but it is not in the public domain. LXDE - Openbox is a window manager. "LXDE" is a toolkit designed to
build a desktop environment from that windows manager. From here, it is possible to create a desktop environment that provides users with a lightweight, less-crippled version of GNOME or KDE. 1st3X - This desktop wallpaper/animation utility, originally based on a version of the original Stardock file manager that was released under the LGPL license, offers seven different animations for your

desktop. It's like having over 50 different desktop wallpapers available at your fingertips. Rainbow Explorer - A replacement for Windows Explorer that supports multiple desktops on a single computer. It has an animated desktop wallpaper, and it also allows you to jump to any desktop you wish. cDeskConfig - A desktop customization utility for Windows XP. It allows you to select a predefined set
of desktop environments and have them cycle through at specific times. cDeskConfig supports more than 15 different desktop wallpapers and background animations. 3rd-party applications CubeMgr - CubeMgr is a wallpaper manager for XP, Vista, and Windows 7. By simply setting a few simple options in the program, you can have a wallpaper change every 2, 4, 6, or 8 seconds, with a wallpaper

change every minute. Customized Wallpaper System - This 82157476af
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